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This is an overview of research on dream recall/affect and of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis, discussing

caveats regarding the action of hormones of the HPA axis (mainly cortisol and its free form, cortisol-binding globulin and

glucocorticoid receptors). Results of studies regarding dream recall/affect and the HPA axis under physiological (such as

waking) or pathological conditions (such as in Cushing’s syndrome or stressful situations) are presented.
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1. Introduction—Dream Recall

Almost all humans dream (indeed, there may be 0.5% of people who do not do so). Dreams are a series of images,

thoughts and senses and are considered a specific type of experience that occurs in our brain during sleep. During the

dream, there is limited control of the dream content, visual images and memory activation. Dreams tend to be related to

themes, ideas, experiences, figures and objects of each person’s individual life. Dreaming and dream recall (including

dreams’ affect) are human universals. Most people partially recall their dreams and the ability to recall dreams varies from

person to person. The frequency of dream recall usually increases in childhood/adolescence, shows a plateau in

adulthood and may drop slightly in old age, particularly the duration of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. More dreams

from the REM sleep phase are recalled compared to dreams from the non-REM sleep phases . Personality traits as well

as situational conditions may influence dream recall. Sleep/dream experts indicate that outside the sleep laboratory,

dream recall may be coaxed using certain tricks (such as drinking water before sleeping, forcing the subject to wake up)

or techniques (such as noting down dreams immediately upon awaking). Hyperactivation of the stress system is

apparently implicated with nightmares, yet the involvement of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis in dream

recall and affect has been the subject of few studies. In this concise review, we present an overview of selected research

on dream recall/affect concomitantly with the activity of the HPA axis. 

2. The HPA Axis

The HPA axis is considered to be the main effector of the human stress response; it is a complex feedback/homeostatic

loop system. Schematically, the hypothalamus secretes corticotrophin-releasing hormone (CRH) in a pulsatile circadian

fashion, which prompts the corticotroph cells in the anterior pituitary to secrete adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH). The

latter “whips” the adrenal cortex in producing steroid hormones: glucocorticoids (mainly cortisol, F) but also

mineralocorticoids (mainly aldosterone, Aldo). There is also peripheral CRH production, which has a pro-inflammatory

action. F exerts a negative effect on the secretion of CRH and ACTH. Besides CRH, arginine vasopressin (AVP) and

interleukin-6 (IL-6) also induce ACTH secretion. Both F and Aldo in the circulation are protein bound and inactive, whereas

these hormones are free in saliva or the interstitial fluid. Enzymatic inactivation of F to cortisone occurs in the liver, as well

as locally. Clearance of F is also crucial to its effects. The glucocorticoid receptor (GR) has two isoforms (GRα and GRβ,

respectively), while the mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) has an equal affinity for F and Aldo. In the cytoplasm, GR is

attached to heat-shock proteins (HSPs); it has to be dissociated from HSPs to enter the nucleus. There are also other

natural ligands for GRs. Additionally, GRs can be subjected to epigenetic modulation. The GR is widely expressed in the

brain, whereas the MR is expressed mostly in the limbic region. Contrary to primates, the expression of GR in the human

hippocampus remains mostly stable with age. The main endogenous end-product of the HPA axis is F, which, following a

circadian rhythm, shows its highest concentrations 30–45 min after awakening (defining the so-called cortisol-awakening

response; CAR) and its lowest levels in the evening; there are also ultradian rhythms. The CAR usually shows small day-

by-day fluctuations and is a handy index of the HPA axis function and a marker of mental health resilience.



3. Dream Recall and the HPA Axis

Steroid receptor activation may have a biphasic effect on brain synaptic plasticity. Activation, at lower levels of the MR

ligands, enhances long-term potentiation, whereas with activation, at higher levels of the GR ligands, long-term

potentiation in inhibited, with a decrease in the excitability of the hippocampus; the latter’s function is needed for “typical”

dreaming and dream recall. A role for the HPA and F in particular has been postulated regarding memory consolidation

and subsequently for dream recall. Specifically, F may have an effect on how emotions are experienced in the process of

dream formation, via fragmentation of the phenomenological dream experience and via disruption of memory retrieval.

In a study with 188 women, those that reported frequent nightmares ( n = 13) had a blunted CAR (with consistently lower

CAR levels, assessed with saliva sampling) compared to the rest of the women, but only on working days. Of note,

between the two groups, no differences in F levels per se—upon awakening—were delineated. In another study ( n = 30)

by the team of M. Schredl, a lower CAR (also in saliva samples) was associated with frequent/chronic nightmares, in

contrast to acute nightmares, for which the hallmark was an elevated CAR, vis-à-vis nights with dreams of neutral content.

Patients with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) report more nightmares and are characterized by lower F levels

compared to healthy controls. Elegant mathematical models have been created for the description of the HPA axis

functionality in such subjects; these models cannot account for all the variables (as described above) that define “active” F

levels. Low-dose hydrocortisone (rather than F, as stated in the guidelines) at 10 mg per day, either upon bedtime or split

in two over the day, can be considered as treatment for PTSD-associated nightmares, but the data upon which this

recommendation by the Standards of Practice Committee (SPC) of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) is

based are of low-grade quality.

In the laboratory setting, experimentally induced mental stress and the measured response in F may be enhanced in the

luteal phase of the menstrual cycle. In a study of 944 women with normal menstrual cycles, an association of pleasant

dream content with the luteal phase was reported. We suggest that F in the luteal phase may selectively enhance dream

amnesia, easing the recall of pleasant dreams.

4. Dream Recall in HPA Disease States

Chronic exposure to stress and subsequently protracted high levels of F or endogenous F increase (as in Cushing’s

syndrome) lead to brain changes; among others, alterations in the hippocampus can include neuronal apoptosis and

reduction in its size. Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy has shown metabolic disturbances in the prefrontal medial

cortex of patients with Cushing’s syndrome; this area is also implicated in dreaming and dream recall. Subjects that

perceive themselves as being stressed have higher CAR compared to healthy subjects. This index has also been

associated with major depression. Memory functions have been found to be impaired in subjects with chronically elevated

F levels (patients with Cushing’s syndrome, major depression or schizophrenia) or even after a single dose of

hydrocortisone. In an old study, in one third of patients with Cushing’s syndrome, alterations in dream recall frequency

(increased or decreased) and in dream content (with a shift towards more bizarre and vivid content) were reported.

Patients in intensive care units (ICU) show a protracted stress response, with modest elevation or high total F (attributed

to lowering in protein binding/F clearance/free F elevation; these changes occur usually in the absence of high ACTH,

which may be downregulated by high free F). Twenty-five percent of ICU patients are treated with glucocorticoids. More

than half of critically ill patients may (subsequently) report disturbed dreaming experiences and nightmares during long-

term ICU hospitalization, as well as after hospital discharge.

In patients with adrenal insufficiency and low endogenous F levels, the scant relevant studies do not mention sleep/dream

disturbances.

We have to note that, as in the preceding section, regarding published studies that hone in on nightmare frequency, the

latter is not necessarily an adequate or thorough measure of negative dream affect. Furthermore, the mechanisms

through which waking state emotions influence dream emotions are still very poorly understood and recent data call into

question the existence of a direct reflection of prevalent emotional valence of wake into that of the dream.
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